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Good to know: 

Consequence in languages 

The purpose of this manual is to help and support users to utilize all features in B2B 

PRESS. 

Do not hesitate to contact us at HelpMe@B2BPRESS.com . Please refer to recent 

updates in the Community site. 

Version 07/2013 

mailto:HelpMe@B2BPRESS.com
http://b2bpresscommunity.wordpress.com/


Registration 1: Sign up once. After that you can access material that you have created. 

Note the country code!  

The user can at any time request a 

change in payment method. Please 

allow max 3 working days for the 

change to be implemented. 



Registration 2: Go to your email inbox. When you have clicked on the confirmation 

link in the email you have received, you will be logged in to B2B PRESS. 



Everything you have created will 

be visible here for re-use. 

You can create the 

elements in any order.  

 
If you have 

created/selected 

medialist(s) your press 

release will be 

autopopulated with tabs for 

the needed languages. 

Get started – My Desk 



Create Media list – Select countries 

Click on the regions 

one by one… 

.. and select one or 

several countries… 

..until you have chosen all 

the countries you want. 



Create Medialist – Select one or several industries 

Number of selected 

unique media 

Media is sorted into four levels in each category. Click on + or – to expand or collaps  

Click on the + to see the 

names of the media 

Enter any single email address and 

choose the recipient’s language. Add! 

Give your media list a 

descriptive name 

Deactivate 

single 

publications. 

Enter one key word /search 

to find suitable industries. 

Try different words! 

Publication 

languages: 

Delete obsolete lists: Edit, continue to 

this page and click the button. 

Save changes to the 

list you edit or create 

a copy of it and save 

the changes there. 



Create Medialist – Choose languages according to your text 

It is best to keep the suggested languages and 
translate your text into these. In that way you 
increase the probablility that your text will be 
published. 
 
There are a lot of bilingual and multilingual media in 
our offering which causes ”unexpected” languages to 
appear. Then it’s ok to replace or omit. 

You can decide to omit one language, i.e. 
not to send any text to media in that 
language. 
Or, you can choose to send another 
language version of your text.  

These icons mean, from left to right: Remove medialist , Edit medialist, Access language selector 



If you have created / selected one or several media lists, your press release template will be 

automatically populated with the correct language tabs. 

Create your press release: Edit press release text 1 



Edit press release text 2 

Replace this default text with a 

more meaningful name. 



In Internet Explorer there is no preview of the picture. We recommend to use another 

browser than Internet Explorer. 

Add picture 1 



Select one language at the 

time from the drop down list 

and click Add 

People read captions. Therefore we suggest 

that you include them. However, it is not 

mandatory to add captions. 

 

Tip! Hoover over the language abbreviations 

in the medialist to see what languages to 

select as they are written out in the drop 

down list. 

Add picture 2 



Click on 

Preview, to see 

your release. 

Overview 

Create / select one or 

several media lists and 

pictures, and one text. 
Number of 

publications 
Remove medialist, Edit medialist, Access language selector 



Click on the + to 

view selected 

publications 

Edit the text if still 

needed. 

Publish all language versions simultaneously, now or 

later, or define different, language specific  

publishing times. 

Proceed to payment 

Send a preview of your release to 

yourself or to someone else before 

publication. 

Schedule and pay  



Pay with your creditcard or PayPal.  

 
Once your pressrelease has been paid, it will be delivered at the time you set. If you have agreed 

to be invoiced, your pressrelease will be published without delay / at the set time. If you pay via 

PayPal, ”Publish immediately” means as soon as you have completed the payment process. 



Good to know, Consequence in languages: This is an example of a mismatch between languages 

required by the media selection and the provided text and picture. 
Solution 1 - recommended: Add the press release text and caption in the missing languages Finnish and 

German by clicking the globe icon on the press release text  and picture rows (1). 

Solution 2: Edit the media list language selection by clicking the globe icon. There you can omit the languages in 

which you don’t have the text available.. 

Solution 3 – possible but not recommended: Click the medial list globe icon. Replace the languages you don’t have 

available with another languages. In some cases it is ok, but expect a lower publication rate when doing so. 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(1) 


